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Climate crisis, ever-increasing social injustice, the fight against corruption and terrorism, the challenges of global migration: Many of the most pressing challenges of our time have a European and global dimension. Civil society organisations have joined forces to form Europe-wide and international alliances working together on solving these challenges.

However, in many European countries, civil society’s scope for action is being limited. Critically engaged civil society organisations and their media representatives face criminal prosecution, defamation, intimidation, restrictions on freedom of expression and association, administrative obstacles and restrictions, and other targeted attacks. While these developments are well known in states like Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia, now also unusual suspects like France, Spain, Austria and Germany are directing worrisome measures at their own civil society.

In Germany, politically engaged civil society organisation risk losing their charitable status and thus not only their tax privileges and grant opportunities, but also their reputation, the trust of the public, and their credibility. In January 2019, the Federal Fiscal Court (Bundesfinanzhof/BFH) declared the campaign work of the anti-globalisation network, Attac, to be irreconcilable with its charitable status. According to the judges, the campaign work illegitimately interferes with public opinion- and decision-making. The ruling has increased the legal uncertainty regarding the extent to which non-profit civil society organisations may engage in politics or voice political opinions. The direct impact of this ruling can be seen in the cases of the DemoZ culture and education centre in Ludwigsburg and the petition platform Change.org, who lost their charitable status following the Attac ruling. Many other organisations have since adapted their activities and have withdrawn from public participation.

Yet, while German civil society is aware of the threats these developments pose, an important aspect remains neglected in the debate:

German non-profit legislation has effect well beyond the country’s borders. Germany is an important democratic and economic actor within the European Union and portrays itself as an important force for upholding liberty and democracy in Europe. Germany therefore has to serve as a role model when it comes to civil society’s scope for action: The neighbouring states closely monitor how Germany treats its civil society. If Germany moves towards restricting non-profit legislation, or leaves civil society hanging in a legal limbo, Germany will hardly be perceived as a credible voice when calling upon other EU Member States to protect critical civil society. And what is more: The developments in Germany and other European countries must be measured against European legal requirements. At EU level, the role of civil society as a key player in the promotion of democracy, rule of law and basic rights is well recognised.

This paper gives an overview over recent restrictions for civil society in Germany and selected EU member states, illustrates legal requirements and support for civil society engagement stemming from EU level and translates these requirements into concrete recommendations for German policy makers, thereby showing what Germany must do in order to live up to its role model function as an international advocate for democracy, fundamental rights, the rule of law and for a strong European civil society.

1 „Wer politische Zwecke durch Einflussnahme auf politische Willensbildung und Gestaltung der öffentlichen Meinung verfolgt, erfüllt keinen gemeinnützigen Zweck (in dem) von § 52 AO.“ (Those who pursue political objectives by exerting influence on political decision-making and shaping public opinion, do not fulfill a non-profit purpose in the sense of § 52 of the Fiscal Code (AO)), Federal Fiscal Court (BFH), ruling from 10 January 2019 – V R 60/17, Federal Tax Gazette (BSB) II 2019, 301 + juris, headnote 1.

2 Demokratisches Zentrum Ludwigsburg, https://www.demoz-lb.de/ (the last access to this and all other online sources of this paper was on 09 June 2021).

3 Change.org Deutschland provides everyone with the opportunity to launch campaigns for important causes, https://www.change.org/.

4 Die Gesellschaft für Freiheitsrechte (GFF) is supporting DemoZ and Change.org in the dispute about their charitable status. For more specific information on the procedure, see https://freiheitsrechte.org/gemeinnuetzigkeit/.

What Do We Mean by Civil Society and Shrinking Spaces?

Civil society can be viewed from at least two perspectives, namely from a normative and an actor-centric perspective. These perspectives overlap. From a normative perspective, “civil society” functions as a model for good and just coexistence in a democracy. It plays a critical counterpart to well-established decision-making bodies in politics, the economy and public administration. Social movements are key civil society actors that initiate political change by engaging with policy makers as well as by means of protest. In the past, among others the women’s movement and the environmental movement not only formed the public debate, but also led to major changes in legislation. Today, movements such as Fridays for Future, #MeToo und Black Lives Matter steer politicians towards the great challenges of our times. Politics are to some extent a consequence of the agenda setting by civil society and politicians must consider such movements as an expression of the will of its citizens when taking decisions.

The actor-centric perspective places a focus on the nature of the organisation. What is crucial is that the organisations are not state, economic, or family actors, but instead primarily operate in a social sphere beyond the state, market, and private. Civil society actors are therefore associations, unions, foundations, networks, social movements, and other non-governmental organisations. These civil society organisational structures are primarily shaped by the legal framework applicable to them, for instance the non-profit legislation in Germany. Civil society can only exist if the state respects individual and collective constitutional rights such as the freedom of association and assembly. Furthermore, a functioning civil society also needs the support of states. They should actively encourage public participation, for instance by institutionalising civil society’s participation in political processes and publicly promoting civil society activities, while leaving ample room for independency and self-regulation.

The term “shrinking space” has become established in the literature and political discourse – often with a view to non-European countries – to conceptualise the encroachment on civil society’s scope for action. Shrinking space can be caused by limitations to freedom of association, expression, and assembly which prevent civil society organisations from effectively participating in the public discourse and criticising political and societal developments (also referred to as their watchdog function). In some cases civil society actors also face unjustified criminalisation or detainment.

However, shrinking space is not only caused by direct infringements of democratic rights, but also by administrative restrictions that impede civil society from properly functioning. According to the EU’s Economic and Social Committee this may include the withdrawal of public funding, which often especially affects civil society organisations advocating for marginalised interest. Tax law can also unduly limit financial resources or create such bureaucratic obstacles that smaller organisations are no longer able to

---

7 Ibid.
11 Exemplary for this is the criminal case against the human rights activist Peter Steudner, see Peter Steudner acquitted in Turkey, DW, 3 July 2020, https://www.dw.com/de/peter-steudtner-in-t%C3%BCrkeifreigesprochen/a-54036089.
12 European Economic and Social Committee, The future evolution of civil society in the European Union by 2030, 27.
manage them besides their main operative tasks. Civil society work can also be obstructed by state interference in the organisations’ internal affairs and by excessive use of monitoring mechanisms.

Sometimes states or private actors use public campaigns to systematically delegitimise civil society organisations. Discrediting, stigmatisation (also called “labelling”) and defamation (also through “fake news”) are employed to make the daily work more difficult and create an atmosphere of fear. Another problem is the lack of adequate protection for civil society organisations who are exposed to verbal and physical violence by third parties (including “hate speech”).

17 European Economic and Social Committee, The future evolution of civil society in the European Union by 2030, 27.
2. Shrinking Space in Germany

The Atlas der Zivilgesellschaft (Civil Society Compass, 2020) published by Brot für die Welt, which reports on the state of civil society worldwide, classifies Germany as "open." The Federal Government largely upholds civil society freedoms such as the freedom of expression, assembly, and association. However, non-profit legislation and a whole array of other developments are increasingly restricting civil society’s scope for action.

Restrictive Non-Profit Legislation

Germany’s non-profit legislation is outdated and vague and no longer addresses the socio-political challenges of our time. That becomes especially evident when looking at the list of charitable purpose (§ 52 (2) of the Fiscal Code), which organisations must pursue in order to receive the charitable status: The list mentions sports and chess, preservation of local history, local lore and local beautification but does not recognise the promotion of human rights or social justice or the fight against racism and other forms of discrimination as charitable purposes.

The charitable status goes hand in hand with several practical benefits, such as tax privileges, and is prerequisite for further funding by states or private foundations. Many associations cannot carry out their work without the charitable status as their entire financial infrastructure depends on it. Other practical benefits, such as using public spaces also go hand in hand with the charitable status. At the same time the charitable status is a quality label, creating public trust and credibility.

Since 2019, there is an ongoing debate on the extent to which non-profit civil society organisations may participate in political opinion- and decision-making alongside political parties. This debate was sparked by a decision of the Federal Fiscal Court, which revoked the charitable status of the anti-globalisation network Attac due to their political engagement. This decision placed German non-profit legislation on the public agenda: Politicians seem to fear an increased relevance of civil society as a voice in politics, in the media and as a shaper of the public opinion. However, the limitation of political activity of civil society organisations is not in line with the role the German constitution affords to the civil society. While civil society organisations must be personally and financially independent from political parties and must not compete with them for a political mandate, they play an essential role in the democratic discourse, especially when drawing attention to the concerns of marginalised social groups. Democratic participation of citizens is more than just the act of voting. Democratic participation takes place on the streets and in associations. Taking part in the political and public debate is not the sole prerogative of political parties, it is also the responsibility of civil society.

The impact of the ruling in the Attac-case can be seen in the cases of the DemoZ culture and education centre in Ludwigsburg and the petition platform Change.org. However, the ruling has had an effect on many more civil society organisations. Since the Attac ruling, an increasing number of civil society organisations have shied away from political activism, for fear of losing their charitable status (often referred to as the “chilling effect”).

The legal uncertainty stemming from non-profit legislation makes it easier for political opponents to delegitimise the work of civil society actors and publicly cast doubt upon their non-profit situation. For instance, Thorsten Frei, Vice-Chairman of the CDU/CSU parliamentary group in the Bundestag, called for examining whether protests against deportations are compatible with the charitable status. Several years before, CDU politi-

---

19 Brot für die Welt (ed.), Atlas der Zivilgesellschaft, Berlin 2020, 10; Critical of this: Rupert Graf Strachwitz, Der Shrinking Civic

20 The German Federal Constitutional Court clearly states, that „Nach Art. 21 Abs. 1 Satz 1 GG wirken die Parteien bei der politischen Willensbildung des Volkes mit. Zwar haben sie kein Monopol, die Willensbildung des Volkes zu beeinflussen. Neben ihnen wirken auch die einzelnen Bürger sowie Verbände, Gruppen und Vereinigungen auf den Prozeß der Meinungs- und Willensbildung ein.” (pursuant to Article 21 (1) sentence 1 of the Basic Law, the parties participate in the formation of the political will of the people. They do not have a monopoly on influencing the will of the people. In addition to them, individual citizens as well as associations, groups and unions also have an influence on the process of opinion- and will-forming). Federal Constitutional Court (BVerfG), ruling from 9 April 1992 – 2 BvE 2/89, (cf. BVerfGE 85, 264 (284)). § 55 of the Fiscal Code (1) No. 1 p 3 regulates that charitable organisations must keep a distance from political parties.

cians called for the withdrawal of the charitable status of Campact for taking a stance against the planned TTIP free trade agreement. The Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) parliamentary fraction accused the Hamburg tax authorities of granting tax benefits to “extremist” associations and demanded that such associations be shown “the red card.” In the aftermath, several organisations lost their charitable status, amongst them a study club for critical Marx theory.

Stigmatisation and Criminalisation

Many civil society organisations have been subject to criminalisation. Particularly organisations that advocate for refugees’ and migrants’ rights are increasingly facing defamation and criminalisation. In 2018, for instance, the AfD parliamentary group in the Baden-Wuerttemberg Parliament initiated criminal proceedings against a political initiative that published deportation dates on its website. The AfD strategically uses defamatory labelling. “Anti-deportation industry”, “sympathy industry” and “outrage industry” – these and similar terms have been established in the current discourse by right-wing and far-right extreme political actors. The party also attacks civil society organisations through parliamentary inquiries casting doubt upon their work. These attacks have the potential to erode fundamental democratic values if the attackers gain interpretive authority over societal debates. What is more, this narrative provokes action by others: Time and again, accommodation for refugees are attacked and set on fire, volunteers are threatened and verbally and physically assaulted.

Lack of Financial Support in Times of Corona Crisis

The corona crisis has once again illustrated how fundamental a critical and politically engaged civil society is for a vibrant democracy: Civil society has tirelessly deployed creative methods of protest to draw attention to marginalised interests neglected by politicians. For instance, public protest repeatedly recalled the increase in violence against women and children in families, the humanitarian emergency at Europe’s external borders and the effects of the crisis on socially and economically disadvantaged social groups. Policy makers have (partly) responded and adjusted their policies. During the first months of the corona crisis unconstitutional blanket bans on the freedom of assembly did not stop civil society from continuing to protest on the streets while complying with anti-Covid-19-measures. Ultimately, these protests provoked two decisions by the Federal Constitutional Court, which brought an end to the unconstitutional blanket ban and obliged the authorities to strike a fair balance between the freedom of assembly and the right to health.

Still, the majority of policy makers fail to recognise the importance of such democratic commitment. The survival of these organisations during the corona crisis has not been adequately assured. The economic aid packages issued by the government to provide relief during the Corona-crisis helped some branches of the non-profit sector, but particularly the smaller politically engaged associations were excluded and many now face financial problems.
3. Shrinking Space in EU Member States and at the European External Borders

As shown by the data collected by the CIVICUS Monitor, civil society is experiencing restrictions in many European countries. Only one third of EU citizens live in EU states that are classified as “open”.33 The curtailment of civil society’s scope for action in many EU states is intricately linked to the rise of authoritarian and right-wing populist parties. However, the following cases illustrate that by now the problem of shrinking space is prevalent all over Europe.

In Hungary, civil society’s scope for action is considered “obstructed”. The government limits “a free exercise of fundamental rights through a combination of legal and factual restrictions”.34 Under the authoritarian ruling of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán, in 2018 the parliament adopted an anti-NGO law that curtails freedom of expression and association.35 The law allows for criminal prosecution of humanitarian organisations for “aiding and abetting illegal migration.” Major non-governmental organisations and foundations such as Open Society Foundations had to leave the country due to multiple threats.36

The freedom to report is being curbed by new media laws designed to make public media conform with state propaganda. Private media faces an existential crisis due to the introduction of a special tax on advertising revenue.37 Orbán and his FIDESZ party are exploiting the corona crisis to further expand their power. For example, the government has constructed a link between migration and dangers emanating from the virus.38 Furthermore, Orbán is using the opportunity to cut funding for work carried out by opposition parties.39

In Slovenia, the government has instrumentalized the corona crisis to curtail the right to peaceful assembly.40 Prime Minister Janez Janša has also been criticized for disseminating misinformation about civil society organisations and strategically creating mistrust amongst the general population.41

In Poland, too, civil society’s scope for action is deemed to be “narrowed”.42 Poland’s large women’s rights movement has been completely ignored. Despite the Czarny protests in which several hundred thousands of women dressed in black took to the streets all over Poland fighting for the right to abortion, the ruling right-wing nationalist PiS initiated Court proceedings, which ultimately lead to the Polish Constitutional Court declaring the previously applicable laws on abortion to be unconstitutional.43

Shrinking spaces are also increasing in other parts of Europe such as in France, Spain, and Austria44. During the “yellow vests” protests in 2019, journalists in France who reported about the movement were targeted by the authorities. Media representatives were interrogated and detained, which considerably restricted reporting or even made it impossible.45

---

34 Ibid. 11.
40 Civic Space Watch, CIVICUS Monitor: Poland’s large women’s rights movement has been completely ignored, 28 July 2020, https://civicspacewatch.eu/civicus-monitor-poland-s-womens-rights-movement-has-been-completely-ignored/.

impossible at times. The G-7 summit in 2019 in Biarritz also witnessed police violence against demonstrators and journalists. Currently, a so-called “Global Security” law is under debate whose aim is to prevent journalists from taking photos and publishing photos of police activity. In the past, it has often been exactly this kind of documentation that made proper investigations of police violence possible. There have been many reports of the police intimidating supporters of asylum seekers and migrants, particularly around the camp in Calais. In the wake of terrorist attacks in autumn 2020, the government restricted freedom of association by dissolving a civil society organisation dedicated to combatting discrimination against Muslims. Such limitations are especially alarming in light of growing Islamophobia in France.

In Spain, a “law on public security” was adopted in 2015, which became known as “Gag Law” as it massively curtails freedom of expression and assembly. The law issued by the conservative Partido Popular and its Prime Minister Rajoy introduces harsh sanctions for protest-related offenses, such as fines of up to 600,000 euros for unannounced protests at certain locations. In Spain, civil society is now classified as “narrowed”. Prior to the Greens celebrating their electoral victory in September 2019 and replacing the conservative Partido Popular and its Prime Minister Rajoy introduces harsh sanctions for protest-related offenses, such as fines of up to 600,000 euros for unannounced protests at certain locations. In Spain, civil society is now classified as “narrowed”.

Proxy to the Greens celebrating their electoral victory in September 2019 and replacing the right-wing populist ÖVP in the coalition with the ÖVP, the social climate in Austria towards civil society had also deteriorated significantly. In 2019, CIVICUS monitoring classified civil society’s scope for action as “narrowed”. Under the coalition of ÖVP and FPÖ, police presence and violence at protests grew significantly. Constructive dialogue with civil society was abolished. Since the Greens are in government, the situation has improved. The party has promoted dialogue with NGOs and has ensured that their work is recognised and safeguarded through a corona aid package worth 700 million euros.

Positive developments are also to be noted in Ireland, where civil society’s scope for action has been expanded over recent years. Ireland places a focus on human rights at the international level, and particularly the rights of civil society. However, the Irish electoral law is in urgent need of reform. This law basically applies the rules on political party funding to the civil society sector. Accordingly, donations from foreign sources amounting to more than 200 euros, and in the case of anonymous donations, to more than 100 euros, are not permitted. This restricts NGOs in receiving donations from abroad and thereby hinders their engagement for human rights and social justice. Organisations such as the Irish Council for Civil Liberties are therefore campaigning for the electoral law to be amended immediately.

Safeguarding civil society organisations is a joint responsibility of all EU member states. This becomes especially clear when looking at the EU asylum and migration policy. The humanitarian catastrophes at EU’s refugee border camps on the Greek islands and the ongoing attacks against sea rescue organisations on the Italian external borders cannot be blamed on the national governments in Greece and Italy alone but are the result of a joint European strategy to undermine the right to asylum and hinder humanitarian

---

52 Brot für die Welt (ed.), Atlas der Zivilgesellschaft, Berlin, 2020, 10 (with reference to the CIVICUS Monitoring categories).
Interventions. In Germany, migrants' rights organisations face defamation and repression (cf. section 2). As in many other countries, sea rescue organisations face massive administrative hurdles when trying to register their vessels.  

Civil society’s scope for action in Europe can only be effectively protected if EU Member States take joint responsibility for this common European task.


The handbooks of the European Center for Non-Profit Law (ECNL) provide practical help to improve the protection of civil society’s scope for action in Europe. Specifically, it provides, for instance, information on how a civil society organisation can be best set up in the European Member States, https://ecnl.org/publications/handbook-registering-civil-society-organization-ece-new-volume-out-now.
4. At the EU Level: Civil Society Is Political

The idea of limiting the political activities of civil society organisations, which is prevalent in the German debate, stands in stark contrast to the understanding of civil society at EU level. At EU level the importance of a politically active civil society is well recognised both for enhancing democratic participation as well as for better and effective law-making. Civil society is understood to be political in nature and is recognised by the EU Constitution as a complement to representative democracy. The European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) considers civil society to be essential for enforcing and safeguarding the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (EU Charter/CFR). The Commission’s current Rule of Law Report deems civil society to be a cornerstone of rule of law.

The EU Constitution Protects Civil Society’s Political Engagement and Establishes a “Single Market” for Non-Profit Activities

Civil society engagement is protected under the EU Constitution. Important standards can be found in the Treaty on the European Union (TEU) as well as in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) and the EU Charter. According to Article 11 TEU, the EU is mandated to include civil society in all political processes. To implement Article 11 TEU, the Commission has issued a number of guidelines prescribing extensive consultations with civil society organisations, expert organisations as well as non-organised stakeholders.

Article 12 (1) CFR explicitly stresses the importance of freedom of assembly and association in civic matters alongside political and trade union matters. In its ruling on the Hungarian “Transparency Act”, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) emphasises that state measures that factually and significantly impede the work of associations constitute an interference with the freedom of association, which must be justified. This includes legislation that limits the opportunities to obtain funding, that increases risks of dissolution and that may lead to a climate of mistrust towards civil society organisations.

The Court of Justice invokes the case law of the European Court of Human Rights on the freedom of association and expression. In its case-law, the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) recognises that civil society organisations play a similar role to that of the free press. As “social watchdogs” they have an important impact on an informed public debate. Civil society organisations must therefore be granted similar protection as the independent media. The European Court of Human Rights has consistently held that civil society organisations’ contribution to the formation of a political opinion is an important element of democracy. Accordingly, the Court of Justice emphasises that it is in the public interest of a democratic state to enable civil society organisations to fulfil this role.

The EU fundamental freedoms also protect NGOs’ activity. The European internal market, particularly the free movement of capital and the principle of equal treatment, do not only apply to economic activity but also to philanthropic and non-profit activity. The free movement of capital under Article 63 TFEU comprises financial contributions to support civil society organisations in other member states; these must therefore be possible without discrimination.

The legal frameworks and practices of the Member States often fall behind these EU requirements. In the past, the EU Commission has demonstrated its willingness to initiate legal proceedings in cases of constant and major infringements. That was the case in the infringement proceedings against Hungary, in which the EU Commission denounced the limitation of foreign donations to NGOs.

Over the course of the corona crisis European Union institutions have repeatedly

---


emphasised civil society’s vital role when combating crises and warned against putting pressure on civil society under the guise of pandemic response measures. The Economic and Social Committee (EESC) warns that advocacy work of NGOs is being confused with the work of political parties in some member states – to the detriment of these organisations.

**Active Support for Civil Society**

The EU also actively supports civil society to ensure that it can work and function. For instance, project funding in Member States is often tied to the condition that civil society has to be involved in the development of such projects. The European Social Fund, which will be increased in the multi-annual financial framework from 2021 to 2027 due to the corona crisis, contributes towards funding civil society activities. The fund will, for instance, promote social projects together with national or local public bodies, whose aim is to combat youth unemployment. Such projects funded by the European Social Fund often explicitly specify the involvement of NGOs during the planning as well as the execution phase.

Financial contributions are also made directly to NGOs under the “Europe for Citizens” programme. It was recently endowed with 185 million euros to fund projects that deal with democratic engagement and citizen participation. Furthermore, the European Parliament and the German EU Presidency have decided that the budget for the Justice, Rights and Values Fund, which also provides support for grassroots organisations, should be doubled for the period between 2021 and 2027.

Since 2016, the European Solidarity Corps brings volunteers and civil society initiatives together. Young people between 17 and 30 are placed in social projects for a few months. Travel costs, food and accommodation are covered by the European Solidarity Corps.

Currently, the EU is also discussing the appointment of an EU Ombudsman for civil space freedoms. Moreover, discussions on a European law on associations and the European Foundation will be resumed. A further project for the participation of citizens and organised civil society is the Conference on the Future of Europe: Since 2020, EU institutions and civil society are to engage in an exchange in order to discuss future substantive and institutional challenges of the EU in its entirety.

At EU level, it is also recognised that civil society organisations are essential helpers and partners in crises such as the corona pandemic, provided they receive the necessary support by governments, such as financing, infrastructure or even data. A Data Governance Regulation is currently under discussion in the Commission to enable non-profit data donations (so-called data altruism). If the necessary data is made available to non-profit organisations, they can use it to improve health protection or to fight against climate change. In foreign policy, civil society is believed to be indispensable for strengthening fledgling democracies and enforcing human rights. To this end, the EU also provides extensive funding to civil society initiatives in third countries.

---


66 European Economic and Social Committee, The future evolution of civil society in the European Union by 2030, 27.

67 See, for example, Commission press release, cohesion policy: Involving citizens to ensure better results, 6 February 2020; Regulation (EU) No. 1304/2013 of the European Parliament and Council dated 17 December, Article 5 (1) lit. c.


69 The legal basis is Regulation (EU) No. 390/2014 dated 14/04/2014, which established the “Europe for Citizens” programme for the period between 2014 and 2020. The Regulation, which is intended to implement Article 11 TEU, has also improved the institutional involvement of civil society for example through structured dialogue between civil society and the Commission’s Citizenship Policy Unit.
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5. What Germany Must Do Now to Enhance Civil Society Space

Every democracy relies on the work of civil society organisations. These organisations bundle the interests of people and transfer them to politics through protest and information. States are therefore responsible for creating a legal framework that safeguards the work of civil society organisations. If Germany wants to credibly advocate for civil society freedoms and rights to participation in Europe and worldwide, it must start with its own policies:

- Germany must integrate civil society organisations into political decision-making processes, recognise them as a legitimate actor in the political sphere and endow them with legal certainty.

- The new legislative period is high time for a comprehensive reform of the non-profit legislation. Political activities and public engagement need to be safeguarded by clear regulations. The non-profit legislation needs to include pressing issues of our time such as the promotion of fundamental and human rights, gender justice, anti-racism work, social justice, global climate justice and the promotion of democracy and peace. Cross-border activities need to be facilitated to enable cooperation between civil society organisations within Europe and globally.

- Germany needs to open up to the European understanding of civil society organisations and transpose it into German law. Civil society’s role in the public and political debate are constitutionally protected at the EU level and must also be enshrined in German law. Germany should be guided by the innovative measures for supporting civil society that are discussed at the EU level. Germany needs to finally fully implement and promote a European Union without borders not only for economic actors but also for philanthropic and non-profit cooperation.
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